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 The activities of the LCPA were inaugurated on 18th august at the preview theatre and 

the chief guests were renowned dancers and theatre personalities. 

 Regular meetings were conducted to sensitize the students on what was expected of them 

and many events were conducted. 

 A field visit to a classical dance school was conducted and the students took part with a 

lot of interest. 

 LCPA western music band was formed and some performances were given on the 

teachers’ day and Alumni day. 

 A music seminar was conducted at preview theatre on October 6th and there were 

speakers who threw light on classical music, film music and western music. 

 A workshop on theatre was conducted by Mr kaleeswaran, which introduced the concept 

of theatre to the students in a very efficient way. 

 PROF SUSAN represented the LCPA and visited the homes of the flood affected victims. 

 A western dance workshop was conducted in the acting studio of the viscom department 

and students took great interest in it. 

 A workshop on PARAI and THAPPATTAM was conducted near the foot ball grounds 

with the help of LSS and some students showed interest in pursuing it further. 

 A lecture demonstration was conducted in the preview theatre to educate the students on 

different classical dance forms of India. 

 Apart from these in house programs, some visits to theatre and dance performances were 

organized. 

 Out of 80 students, 65 students are expected to clear the club activity. 

 50 percent of the students attended the activities even after they attained 150 credits. 

 Over all this academic year was more successful than the previous one.  

 

 



THAPPATTAM  WORKSHOP 

 

 

 WESTERN  DANCE 

 

 



 

LECTURE  DEMONSTRATION 

 

THEATER  WORKSHOP 



THEATRE   MUSIC   DANCE 



LCPA CLUB INAUGARATION 

The LCPA took a 

fresh breath of spring 

air, as it welcomed its 

new club members.  



Chief Guests and Office Bearers 

A proud picture of 

authority and striving 

talented young 

leaders.  



Office Bearers being Introduced 

The talented young 

leaders, who were 

bestowed with the 

hopes and dreams of 

every one present, it 

was then that it 

became their duty to 

ensure that everyone 

has a meaningful 

journey through their 

leadership.  



CHRIST UNIVERSITY , Bangalore 

The LCPA club on a whole took Christ University by storm and excelled in 

their individual fields, all placing in their events.  



EXODUS  

St. Joseph’s Evening College 



Practice session for MYTF(My Theatre Festival) 

  the biggest theatre festival for college 

 students where more than 10 colleges 

 participated to honour the art of theatre  

among the college youth, conducted 

 by Crea-Shakthi 



Performances at Fests- Theatre 



             MY THEATRE FESTIVAL 

      Loyola Theatre Society Performs              

   “Museum of Ignorance” 

Loyola Theatre society, 

once again proved that 

laughter is the best 

medicine, when they 

performed "The Museum 

of Ignorance" at the 

Egmore museum theatre 

for MYTF , under the 

leadership of Kishen Das 

from II Year Visual 

Communication 

department.  



Theatre team after MCC theatre fest  

Each individual coming 

together to create an 

outstanding performance 

where they won the overall 

event.  



 A workshop was conducted by the 

nightingale of a singer Josh Vivian, he 

addressed the gathering and got 

everyone applauding at his fun sense 

of humor and lovable personality 

Workshop on independent music  



Workshop on independent music 

 His voice was as melodious as the 

dancing of the breeze across wind 

chimes.  



FOLK DANCE AND STREET PLAY 


